
I f every conflict has an iconic image, the one for Israel’s intense assault on the Gaza Strip in November 
2012 was of the bodies of the children of the Dalu family hoisted aloft at their chaotic, politicized funeral. 

In Tyler Hicks’s unforgettable photo, a boy of about 7 is only partly shrouded by a bloodied sheet as 
he is lifted precariously by a clutch of mourners. One man’s face is pure anguish; another, blank stoicism. 
The boy himself — tiny, barefoot, in a striped shirt, a fresh wound on his cheek — is of course still, in a frame 
that pulses with emotion and activity, as men reach to touch the child martyr while coursing down the street. 

Hicks kept up with them. walking backwards for much of the half-hour trek through packed Gaza 
streets to the cemetery, among a throng of thousands as scores of shots were fired carelessly into the air.

The destruction of the Dalu family — four children and six adults felled by an Israeli airstrike — was 
the deadliest incident in the eight-day operation. It became the focus of human-rights investigations into 
civilian casualties. In turn, the exuberant, militant public funeral was perhaps the most powerful expression 
of Gaza’s resilience and reverence for martyrdom.

That day’s display was a rare exception to the raw, immediate images that Hicks shot in Gaza. The 
brutality slaps at your face, in the body of a suspected collaborator dragged through the streets behind a 
motorcycle, arms askew, as though crucified. 

Hicks often began shooting within moments of bombs’ leveling buildings. He captured destruction 
and death, yes, but most memorably, the human: the stark terror of a child, his mother clutching younger 
children, after an Israeli bomb strike. An anguished mourner at the Dalu funeral. A bearded man looking 
into the face of a dead boy he pulled from the rubble. A dazed and injured man, desperate eyes skyward as 
he clutched his chest. And on the morning after the cease-fire agreement, a man and a boy, stunned and 
together but alone amid the wreckage. 

“When you connect a human face to a tragedy it is the saddest thing,” Hicks explained in an interview 
on the Lens blog of nytimes.com after the conflict. “It’s not only the visual aspect of it, but being there among 
the smells and the sounds is something that on a personal level makes the reality of these conflicts and the 
loss really sink in.”

“My job is to document in the most simple way possible and the most straightforward way possible the 
news that’s happening in front of me,” Hicks said in the Lens interview. In Gaza, there were no police lines, 
no officials shooing journalists from smoldering buildings or dead bodies: “There’s not a lot between you and 
the reality of what’s happening.”

Over more than a decade in Iraq and Afghanistan, in Somalia and Libya, capturing America’s wars, 
the Arab Spring and African civil conflict, Tyler Hicks has come to personify combat photography. For all 
that, his 10 days in Gaza were a trial, a return to combat after his heroic but sadly luckless effort to save the 
life of his close colleague Anthony Shadid in Syria. Hicks roamed Gaza unfazed, rising before the sun and 
canvassing the streets with a local journalist, chasing radio bulletins or tracking down smoke in the distance.

On the war’s last night an F-16 struck across the street from Hicks’s hotel. The blast burst the windows 
of his room; the local journalist sleeping under one would have had a face full of glass had he not covered 
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himself with Hicks’s vest. A few hours later they were back on the street, finding the old man on a bicycle 
where a building had stood before the bombardment.

Might it not be better, Hicks was asked, to forget some of the horrors he had seen? “When you put 
yourself in somebody else’s space, you involve yourself in someone else’s world,” he replied. “To try to turn 
off those experiences after the fact would be wrong. You have a responsibility both to yourself and to your 
subjects to remember them.”

In Gaza, as in Syria and so many war zones, Hicks has consistently and courageously accepted that 
responsibility. He has promoted remembrance by providing Times readers with images they can’t forget. 
So spectacular was his work last year that we are also nominating him for the breaking news award for his 
sobering photos from Syria. On the strength of his Gaza portfolio alone, we are proud to nominate Tyler 
Hicks for the Pulitzer Prize for Breaking News Photography.


